Non-Attended Mode

- No off-normal conditions exist.
- Decimal Point blinks to indicate off-normal condition present or latched. Press FUNCTION to view.

Attended Mode

- No off-normals present
- Silence Alarm switch on
- (Trial) Evacuation switch on
- Services Restore switch on

Defects

- External Defect
- Scan Fail
- Battery Low
- EPROM Corrupt

Attended Mode times out after 10 minutes

Decimal point lit indicates state has cleared

Operation

Press FUNCTION button to enter Attended Mode. Display is «Base» or cycles around off-normals present or latched. Press FUNCTION to view.

FUNCTION Menu

- Panel
- Lamp Test
- Hold 2 sec.
- Hold 2 sec.
- Hold 2 sec.

Panel Reset

Resets Latched Conditions

Press FUNCTION button

Function Menu will time out to «Base» if no key pressed for 8 seconds.

RZDU Address Links

Fit Links 1, 2, 4, 8 to add weighting. e.g. For RZDU 6 fit links 2 and 4. (Addresses 1 - 8 are valid)

Services Restore Switch

Order SW0117

To fit, cut hole in label, fit switch, solder the two white wires to the Left Hand contacts of the switch as per the other switches.

Fuses

(All fuses are 20 x 5 mm)

- F1 5A Slow Blow (Battery)
- F2 Not Fitted
- F3 3A (Ancilliary Ouputs)
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